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OBITUARY: ALAN BRINKMAN 1917-2000 

by Ian Pearce* 

__________________________________________________________ 

lan Brinkman was born on August 24, 1917 in Glen Lusk, Tasmania. He died 

at 83 on September 10, 2000 in a nursing home in Hobart, following two 

serious strokes in recent years… 

I’m pretty sure that every Australian city has its share of jazz musicians — semi-pros, 

mostly, with abilities ranging from competent to brilliant, who are respected locally, 

but completely unknown outside their own area. Alan Brinkman (‘Brink’ or ‘Brinky’ 

to his friends and colleagues) was just such a musician — and probably would have 

remained so if Bruce Johnson, while researching The Oxford Companion to 

Australian Jazz, had not been introduced to him. The resulting entry in The  

 

Tasmania’s Alan Brinkman: a shot of Brinky, taken when he was in his early 

twenties... 

__________________________________________________ 

* Ian Pearce acknowledges Bruce Johnson’s Oxford Companion to Australian Jazz; 

Lindsay McCarthy, of the Sound Preservation Association of  Tasmania; Brinky ‘s 

daughter Mareea Sutherland (information and photo); and Max Webberly for his 

eulogy, 13/9/2000. This obituary appeared in the Summer 2000/01 edition of 

JazzChord. 
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Companion makes clear Bruce’s surprise that a musician of such quality could have 

been around for so long without national recognition. The summary of Brinky’s 

career up until about 1986 can be found in The Companion. What follows is the 

filling in of some gaps in that story. 

Although active in Hobart’s dance-band world of the 30s and early 40s, his jazz 

interest and improvising ability were really developed through the jam sessions at 

the Stage Door (the nearest thing to a nightclub in those days) which was run by a 

Canadian ex-professional wrestler Francois Foucké. One of the regulars there was the 

ex-Melbourne sax player Sel Chidgey (himself surely one of the best of Australia’s 

unacknowledged masters) who urged Brinky to try his luck in Melbourne. Work with 

the Stan Bourne Band (later to be taken over by Frank Coughlan) followed, until his 

wife’s illness made it necessary for him to return to Hobart. 

Joining the Army in 1942, he became a member of The Tasmaniacs an entertainment 

unit (Billy Weston MD) until malaria and dengue fever, contracted in New Guinea, 

led to his eventual discharge and, in time, the resumption of his semi-professional 

career. His recovery from a “breakdown”, (what would now be called post traumatic 

stress syndrome), largely by his own strength of will, seems to be related to the need 

for some sort of personal reconciliation with the Japanese - the one-time enemy.  

Several visits to Japan followed. He became a friend of the clarinettist Eiji Kitamura 

— sitting in with him as well as playing as guest in at least one festival (Kyoto). One 

notable session - recorded only on tape, was with the Americans “Butch” Thompson 

and Hal Smith where mutual excitement is evident. Importantly, it was in Japan too, 

that he met Nobue whom he later married in Hobart (his first marriage had broken 

up many years before). 

As well as freelancing around town, Brinky joined the Pearce-Pickering Jazz Band on 

a regular basis at the Wrest Point Casino, replacing the trumpet player Col Wells who 

in 1987 retired from active playing. A serious stroke put an end to Brinky’s playing 

career — a career covering some 60 years of wonderful music. 

In Jazzline in 1987, Peter Newton wrote about “the warm and moving soprano lines 

of Alan Brinkman”. “Jazz improvisor blew away greats” was The Australian’s 

heading for the Brinkman obituary written by Robert Cox. It’s a statement which 

would have produced an embarrassed and sardonic laugh from Brinky. Don Burrows 

and George Golla would have been surprised and pleased at this comment, but 

“blown away…”?. 

It has been said that he had perfect pitch; he didn’t. What he did have was an 

exceptional ear, but I was always puzzled (and I played with him in many different 

contexts) by the fact that, when not reading music, he needed to hear the key — 

usually just the starting note of the particular piece. Puzzled, that is, until now, when 

I realised, what was probably obvious to everyone else, that his playing an 

instrument was just like singing: the pitching of the individual notes being relative, 
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but, given complete technical control, the overall pitch irrelevant. This facility, 

however, sometimes let him down. A chord or harmonic sequence occurring in an 

unusual or unexpected place could throw him and perhaps spoil a solo or ensemble. 

It didn’t happen often though — mostly it was beautiful sound, and warm and 

inspired playing. It was “swing era” music, but at this level, ageless and beyond 

category. 

In January 1958 the record company W & G issued a 45 RPM “single” of Tasmanian 

singer Pam French backed by the Ian Pearce Quartet, of which Brinky was a member. 

It was salvaged from a projected LP instigated by the then ABC producer Ellis Blain 

and disappeared almost at once. 

He also appears on several tracks on the CD Tasmanian Jazz Composers Vol 1 (Little 

Arthur Productions, North Hobart) and on an audio tape The Alan Brinkman 

Quartet which was sponsored by the Wrest Point Casino while he was playing there. 

A few are still available. 

He took part in dozens of ABC broadcasts over the years. Many private tapes exist; 

enough, I would think, for perhaps a memorial CD. Brinky’s close friend and fellow 

musician Max Webberly described him, in his eulogy, as “the most godly man I have 

ever met”. I, more prosaically, have written elsewhere that he could “play superb jazz 

on clarinet and all the saxes; could improvise freely in any key; could lead the sax 

section in a big band; could make a banal popular song sound like a classic; could 

play for old-time dancing in a village hall with the same commitment he brought to 

his jazz playing.... the gentlest of gentlemen; a musician’s musician.” 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 


